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Passive seismic reservoir monitoring 
techniques applied to heavy oil production



Presentation Outline:
- Introduction / Cold Lake background
- Purpose of research
- Algorithms explored
- MATLAB Graphical User Interface application developed
- Initial testing results
- Ongoing and future work

- Conclusions



Introduction / Cold Lake Background:

- Imperial Oil Ltd. involved in oil sands production near Cold 
Lake, Alberta. Proved reserves ~ 850 million barrels.     
Production > 120,000 bbl/day. ~ 3200 operating wells.

Cold Lake Production Area (Imperial Oil Ltd., 2006)



-CSS used during production (Imperial Oil Ltd., 2006):

~320ºC, 11MPa  
Induces stress in 
overburden.

Cement cracks, 
casing failures 
possible.

Passive seismic 
monitoring

Cold Lake Background:

>400m

-Producing formation > 400m deep



Passive seismic system operation:

Ground 
vibration

Detected by 
down-hole 3-C 
geophones

Connected to 
seismic recorders 
at surface

Microseismic event file 
generated and stored 
to disk

Microseismic event 
classified as “good”, 
“induced”, or “noise”

Theoretically investigate all “good” files, discard the rest.

Noise events ~  99% of all microseismic events detected

Cold Lake Background:



Problem: Event-file classification software misclassifies files.

Importance: Manual analysis of thousands of 
misclassified files time-consuming & inefficient.

Solution (in progress): Generate an application containing  
algorithms capable of accurately differentiating between “good”
and “noise” files / traces.

Purpose of Research:



How are signals like this (example of a “good” trace)…:

…different from this (example of a “noise” trace)?:

Purpose of Research:



Frequency filtering: Preliminary datasets suggest some 
“noise” signals contain higher frequencies than “good” ones.
Event length detection: P-wave event lengths of “good”
signals are generally shorter than noise event lengths.

Classification Techniques Tested:

Statistical analysis: Noise events are generally more 
oscillatory than “good” events. 

GOOD

NOISE

Algorithms Explored:



Fourth-order Inverse-Chebyshev low-pass filter.

Algorithms Explored: Frequency Filtering

~ -0.5

~0.1

“GOOD” NOISE



Fourth-order Butterworth high-pass filter.

Algorithms Explored: Frequency Filtering

“GOOD” NOISE

~0.05 ~0.7



Fourth-order Chebyshev high-frequency band-pass filter. 

Algorithms Explored: Frequency Filtering

“GOOD” NOISE

~0.15 ~0.35



Event length detection: Time-domain

STA/LTA (Ambuter and Solomon, 1974)

- STA / LTA ratio sharply increases at onset of event 

- STA / LTA ratio sharply decreases at termination

STA

LTA

onset termination

"GOOD"

NOISE

event length ~ 40 ms

event length ~ 150 ms



Continuous-time Fourier transform:

- High freq. content sharply increases at onset of event

- High freq. content sharply decreases at termination

Start End
Event length ~ 40 ms

Event length detection: Frequency-domain

"GOOD"



99 evenly-spaced bins from -1 to 1, examine # data pts. in 50th. 

GOOD

NOISE

50th bin (width exaggerated for visual clarity)

10.7%4096438Noise
34.6%40961416Good

% pts in B. 50Tot. Pts.# pts in B. 50 Signal shown 

Statistical analysis: Histogram



Example: Set a threshold window between -0.03 and 0.03 
and count all data points that lie outside this window.

68.2 %40962795Noise
20.8%4096850Good

% Pts. OutsideTot. Pts#Pts. OutsideSignal shown

GOOD

NOISE

Statistical analysis: Threshold window



MATLAB GUI: Many algorithms combined into self-contained 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) application and tested.

Adjustable
settings, plots

File/Channel Tracker



Preliminary Results:

Preliminary, specific dataset: 7031 of 7032 files correctly 
classified (99.99% accuracy for this very specific dataset).
Currently, testing on various datasets. 
Much testing remains, but initial results are encouraging.

Current Question: Is there a certain combination of 
algorithm threshold settings that will distinctly and accurately
separate "good" and "noise" files for all types of datasets?

Issues:

- Data variability and uncertainty as datasets change 
from pad to pad 
- Program speed vs. accuracy



Future Work:
- Does one set of algorithms perform better than the rest?

- Testing, optimization, and more testing.

Conclusions:
- Passive seismic event classification algorithms developed.
- MATLAB GUI application created, tested, optimized.
- Initial results encouraging, more testing and optimization 

remains.
- If program is implemented at Cold Lake in the future 

(our goal), much time and money would likely be saved 
during production. Focus could potentially shift to other 
pertinent production issues.
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